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	Everyone knows the typical entrepreneurial success story: A couple of entrepreneurs have a great idea, work their tails off to establish the business and, before long, they're set for life. Right? Hardly. Turnaround artist Theo van Dijk knows two things: First, young businesses that have survived the start-up years will face periods of stagnation. Second, every venture at some point reaches a complacent plateau, owners take their eyes off the ball, and—wham!—a crisis charges through the door. Entrepreneurs can avoid that fate by watching for signs of trouble and taking the action steps van Dijk outlines. And it's worth the effort, because troubles and crises all have a silver lining—they position the company for greater, long-term growth.


	Entrepreneurs, predictably, become overconfident just when they think they have it made. A crisis of leadership and/or direction then occurs, and it usually has to do with mismanaged growth. Suddenly, the company can't fill orders, or customers complain about service and delivery. Or family bickering slows momentum just when the company is poised to take off. Theo van Dijk has seen it all, and he knows what the real problem is. During the start-up years, everyone is focused on creating a product and building a list of customers. Informality and flexibility are the rule. But at some point, what used to work no longer does. Survival is once again at stake and the odds are once again very much against the survivors of the early entrepreneurial phase. It's right at this point, van Dijk argues, that the structure of the organization needs to become more formal and built to last. He shows many ways companies in crisis can overcome challenges by changing the way they handle customers, putting new processes and procedures in place, and managing employees in a more professional manner. This work is painful, but it's necessary if the company is to survive trouble and set a course for long-term growth.
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Macworld iPhone Superguide, Second EditionMacworld, 2009
For iPhone, iPod, iPod touch, Mac and Windows users, this book details and simplifies the best use of your iPhone features.  This Second Edition brings back the popular iPhone Superguide, updated for iPhone, iPhone 3G, and iPod touch.

 

Our experts share how to master hidden features easily, connect to nearby...
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Systems and Software Verification: Model-Checking Techniques and ToolsSpringer, 2001

	Model checking is a powerful approach for the formal verification of software. It automatically provides complete proofs of correctness, or explains, via counter-examples, why a system is not correct. Here, the author provides a well written and basic introduction to the new technique. The first part describes in simple terms the theoretical...
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Rubella Viruses, Volume 15 (Perspectives in Medical Virology)Elsevier Limited, 2007

	This latest volume provides a comprehensive review of the latest developments and research studies on the pathogenesis and molecular biology of human congenital infections. It reviews current diagnostic techniques and epidemiological data while describing the progress in research and understanding of continuing prevention of congenital...
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Digital Communication over Fading Channels: A Unified Approach to Performance AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Regardless of the branch of science or engineering, theoreticians have always been enamored with the notion of expressing their results in the form of closed-form expressions. Quite often, the elegance of the closed-form solution is overshadowed by the complexity of its form and the difficulty in evaluating it numerically. In such instances, one...
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Probability and Statistics for Computer ScientistsCRC Press, 2013

	Student-Friendly Coverage of Probability, Statistical Methods, Simulation, and Modeling Tools

	Incorporating feedback from instructors and researchers who used the previous edition, Probability and Statistics for Computer Scientists, Second Edition helps students understand general methods of stochastic...
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Integrated Circuit Packaging, Assembly and Interconnections (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2007


	The integrated circuit with each new generation has been characterized by increasing

	functionality. In the 1980’s Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits (VLSIC) began to

	emerge with transistor counts approaching one million plus per chip! The IC package

	quickly became more than a “chip carrier”. Now the packaging...
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